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Cooper, and Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, who
in the 1890s pressed against the failures of Recon‐
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tions for African American historiography and
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interpretation of sources but seems also to recog‐
nize the present-day consequences of that inter‐
pretation. Raising broader questions than a tradi‐
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tional “community study” might dare, Lindsey
asks how black women grappled “simultaneously
with multiple oppressive ideologies.” She consid‐
ers “what spaces were integral to struggling
against” those ideologies, and seeks to understand
how black women understood “the modern world
and their status within it” (p. 143). While there is
much for scholarship to gain from Lindsey’s in‐
vestigation of these questions, there is clearly
much for modern Americans to learn as well from
finding answers to these questions for the grand‐
daughters of DC’s “New Negro Women.” “Our free‐
dom struggles continue,” Lindsey remarks, “but I
believe that we will win” (p. xiv).
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